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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

                IC Engine, one of the greatest inventions of mankind, is one of the most important elements 

in our life today. It’s most important application being in automobiles, trains, and aero planes. Our 

lifestyle today cannot exist without a way to commutate. IC engines make use of gasoline and diesel. 

The population is in the rising trend; this means more the number of individuals, more the requirement 

of automobiles to commute. Every year there are around 50 million automobiles being manufactured 

all over the world. This situation is very grim. With this rise in use of fossil fuels, there arises a need 

to switch to alternative sources of fuel, to drive our engines. But the challenge is to develop machines 

which have much higher efficiencies than what we make use today. The most versatile form of energy 

that is widely used is electricity. Electric motors are replacing existing IC engines rapidly. But the 

storage of electricity holds a drawback, as a large amount of energy cannot be stored. This demands 

our machines to possess higher efficiencies, consuming lesser energy and producing more output. 

               With this rising need of switching to alternative fuels, and alternative sources of energy, 

magnetism shows a bright spot in the current scenario. Magnetism is a phenomenon which exists in 

our body, our earth as well as our universe. The virtual concept of black holes has been said to be 

related to strong magnetic fields. The tremendous energy within a black hole pulls matter inside it to 

nowhere. If magnetism can possess such potential, then tapping it the right way can create wonders. 

Various researches across the world have proved that magnetic power can be used to develop over 

unity devices. Though practically it possesses a lot of limitations to gain efficiency over unity, 

achieving near around the same can change the scenario a lot. The development the SCMT refers to 

the system where the piston attached with a permanent magnet is being pushed by an electromagnet, 

and again being attracted. The reciprocating motion of the piston is converted into rotary motion by 

the con rod and crank. 

After the invention of internal combustion engines number of changes and researches are 

carried out in hopes of improving the engine characteristics. Increasing the efficiency dominantly and 

reducing the exhaust gases have been the prime features in the fields of research. The exhaust gases 

contain numerous pollutants such as methane, carbon di-oxide, carbon-monoxide etc. that are 

extremely harmful to our environment. Hence, the need for inventing Electromagnetic engines was 

essential which uses the combined power of an electromagnet as well as a permanent magnet. The 

main aim of the project (SCMT Engine) is to totally neglect the consumption of fuel.  
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1.2 Scope and Organization 

              The SCMT Engine works on the principle of magnetic attraction between two same faces of 

magnets accompanied with two electromagnets and two BLDC motors. By using this principle engine 

produces the rotational motion. Hence, this rotational motion is utilized for both generator as well as 

to drive the vehicle. The SCMT causes no air pollution and is a dominant force when this world faces 

huge crisis due to inadequate fossil fuels. While this engine has already proven their worth as 

alternative sourced engine, non-polluting and eco-friendly and cost effective.  

              The uniqueness of the development is that SCMT can be incorporated in various machines 

performing various tasks. Not only in automobiles, but it can be used as the prime mover in 

locomotives, lawnmowers, golf cart as well. They can complement or replace existing internal 

combustion engines that use fossil fuels. This system is environmentally friendly and does not pollute 

the ecosystem and its application tends limitless with working cost being minimal. With this we 

would like to bring forward the most important components of our system. The power generation 

system consists of the solenoid, permanent magnets, and a battery. The mechanical sub-system mainly 

consists of the slider crank mechanism. And the electronic control system comprises a sensor and 

switching circuit. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

These are few of the papers that were read in the research of the project  

I. The prototype model namely ‘MAGNETIC REPULSION ENGINE’ is the engine works on the 

repulsion principle of magnets. This engine is similar in construction as that of typical IC engine. t can 

be used to perform various tasks and functions that involve application of force or displacement of 

objects. This method provides an environmental friendly, very high efficiency engine that can 

complement or replace any engines that use fossil fuel, bio-fuel, solar power, wind power, hydro 

power, electricity, storage energy, or other energy sources. The second magnet is fixed at the cylinder 

head. Both the magnets are facing each other with like poles. These engine does not require any input 

source and works on the magnetic force of its own, thus it is eco-friendly and can be used in running 

automobiles, industrial application, power generation, etc. [14]  

 

II. Our engine is totally different from ordinary IC Engine, because of the inventory advancement in 

operating principles. We have changed the operating principle of IC Engine by using electromagnetic 

effect instead of combustion of fossil fuels. This engine works on the principle of magnetic repulsion 

between two magnets. This electromagnetic engine consists of two magnets, one of them is an 

Electromagnet and other one is a Permanent Magnet. Permanent Magnet acts as piston and 

Electromagnet is located at the top of the cylinder instead of spark plug and valve arrangement in IC 

Engines. 

In the recent years, the development of electric vehicles is exploding. Such electric vehicles 

use an electric drive motor as a power source. Keeping in mind the arising needs of the industry, in 

this project we tried to design and experiment, a system called Magnetic Repulsion Piston Engine, 

which makes use of magnetic force to drive a load. The working principle is based on attraction and 

repulsion between a permanent magnet and an electromagnet. The forces thus developed are used to 

generate mechanical power. Successful development in this field can actively help switch over IC 

Engines. [13] 

 

III. Demand is growing for the need of alternative fuels for transportation. Electricity with its versatile 

applications is being utilized to switch from conventional combustion vehicles to electric vehicles. 

The scenario of travelling is changing rapidly with metros, electric rails, electric airplanes (solar), etc. 

Basically, it indicates that electrical energy is being used almost everywhere to drive our life. But the 

current machines we use today are low in efficiency. Hence, we require products with more power but 

also with higher efficiency. Magnetism possesses a magnificent opening for development. Bullet 
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trains using the technology of magnetic levitation have proved the strong nature of electromagnetic 

fields.  

Keeping in mind the arising needs of the industry, in this project we tried to design and 

experiment, a system called Magnetic Repulsion Piston Engine, which makes use of magnetic force to 

drive a load. The working principle is based on attraction and repulsion between a permanent magnet 

and an electromagnet. The forces thus developed are used to generate mechanical power. Successful 

development in this field can actively help switch over IC Engines. Increasing fuel prices and 

pollution are the major demerits of Internal Combustion (IC) engines. In this way this engine does not 

contain any spark plug and fuel injection system. [12] 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

            The SEMT Engine works on the principle of attraction by two similar faces of 

Electromagnets. Whenever electric current is supplied to the conductor the surrounding magnetic 

field is developed at its surface and it works as an electromagnet. The electromagnetic force depends 

on the current flowing through coil and number of turns as well as the air gap between coil and 

plunger. The basic idea is to run the engine on attraction and repulsion principle. According to the 

research, it can be understood that Electromagnetic Piston Engine, is developed to produce higher 

initial torque applications in EV. 

 

Figure 3.1. Working Design 

 

           The working of the SEMT is based on the principle of magnetism. A magnet has two poles a 

north pole and a south pole. Magnetism is a class of physical phenomenon that includes forces exerted 

by magnets on other magnets. By principle of magnetism, when like poles of a magnet is brought 

together they repel away from each other. When unlike poles are brought near each other they attract. 

This is same for the case of an electromagnet and a permanent magnet too. So, the idea is to modify 

the piston head and cylinder head into magnets so that force can be generated between them. 
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Figure 3.2. Working module 

 

         The produced Electromagnetic lines of force allow the attraction principle of magnets and force the 

Electromagnet to attract the Plunger. The Plunger gives linear momentum further converting it into 

rotational motion, thereby driving the vehicle. As soon as the vehicle is in momentum, it requires to attain 

higher speed. This requirement is fulfilled by using a PMDC motor which is actually converted from a 

Flywheel taken from old IC engine. Hence, the rotational motion with higher torque and speed can be 

obtained using a Solenoid Control Motor Techno Engine. 
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Chapter 4 

Working  

4.1 Principle and Working of SEMT 

           The SEMT Engine works on the principle of attraction by two similar faces of Electromagnets. 

Whenever electric current is supplied to the conductor the surrounding magnetic field is developed at 

its surface and it works as an electromagnet. The electromagnetic force depends on the current 

flowing through coil and number of turns as well as the air gap between coil and plunger. The basic 

idea is to run the engine on attraction and repulsion principle. According to the research, it can be 

understood that Electromagnetic Piston Engine, is developed to produce higher initial torque 

applications in EV. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Block Diagram 

 

             The mechanical sub-system consisted of a piston, which reciprocated within a guide way 

made of a non-magnetic material. The cylinder was open to the atmosphere, i.e. there was no cylinder 

head. Further the piston was connected to a connecting rod which was further linked up with a 

crankshaft, providing rotary output. Particularly in our system, the standard engine was of V-type twin 

cylinder configuration. It consisted of two connecting rods, linked commonly to one crankshaft, which 

also later became the output shaft.  
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              The switch may be connected to an electric circuit operating from mains power, including via 

a relay or contactor; or low voltage, including battery-operated equipment in vehicles. It may be built 

into power circuits (as with a central heating or water heater timer), plugged into a wall outlet with 

equipment plugged into the timer instead of directly into the power point; or built into equipment as, 

for example, a sleep timer that turns off a television receiver after a set period.  

               The timer may switch equipment on, off, or both, at a preset time or times, after a preset 

interval, or cyclically. A countdown time switch switches power, usually off, after a preset time. A 

cyclical timer switches equipment both on and off at preset times over a period, then repeats the cycle. 

In either way the Timer Switch an important role to maintain the efficiency of the system.  

                The feedback is connected across the Tachometer, just in case to compare the output and 

then this output is provided as a feedback to the timer switch. The timer switch measures the output, 

compares it and then provides the necessary adjustments to the SSR. Simple causal reasoning about a 

feedback system is difficult because the first system influences the second and second system 

influences the first, leading to a circular argument. This makes reasoning based upon cause and effect 

tricky, and it is necessary to analyze the system as a whole. In either way the Timer Switch an 

important role to maintain the efficiency of the system. 

 

4.2 Switching Mechanism of SCMT  

                  Operation of the Switching mechanism is a series of activities, processes and phenomena 

related to its use throughout its life. In the process of operation, four types of activities are 

distinguished: use, maintenance, power supply and management. Analysis of fitness and disability 

states has led to the need to diagnose and overhaul the switching. Diagnosis of the switching requires 

the installation of permanent SSR’s to determine its technical parameters. The switch may be 

connected to an electric circuit operating from mains power, including via a relay or contactor; or low 

voltage, including battery-operated equipment in vehicles. The use of modelling the magnetic field 

distribution in the switching gives the possibility of recognizing the state of the vehicle during the 

operation. The timer switch measures the output, compares it and then provides the necessary 

adjustments to the SSR. 

 

4.3 Switching Principle.  

                  A solid-state relay (SSR) is an electronic switching device that switches on or off when a 

small external voltage is applied across its control terminals. SSRs consist of a sensor which responds 

to an appropriate input (control signal), a solid-state electronic switching device which switches 

power to the load circuitry, and a coupling mechanism to enable the control signal to activate this 
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switch without mechanical parts. The relay may be designed to switch either AC or DC to the load. It 

serves the same function as an electromechanical relay but has no moving parts.  

               Packaged solid-state relays use power semiconductor devices such as thyristors and 

transistors, to switch currents up to around a hundred amperes. Solid-state relays have fast switching 

speeds compared with electromechanical relays and have no physical contacts to wear out. 

Application of solid-state relays must consider their lower ability to withstand momentary overload, 

compared with electromechanical contacts, and their higher "on" state resistance. Unlike an 

electromechanical relay, a solid-state relay provides only limited switching arrangements (SPST 

switching).  

               Thus, the main advantages solid state relays have over conventional electro-mechanical 

relays is that they have no moving parts to wear out, and therefore no contact bounce issues, are able 

to switch both “ON” and “OFF” much faster than a mechanical relays armature can move, as well as 

zero voltage turn-on and zero current turn-off eliminating electrical noise and transients.  

               Feedback occurs when the fed-back signal is in phase with the input signal. Under certain 

gain conditions, positive feedback reinforces the input signal to the point where the output of the 

device oscillates between its maximum and minimum possible states. Positive feedback may also 

introduce hysteresis into a circuit. This can cause the circuit to ignore small signals and respond only 

to large ones. Application of solid-state relays must consider their lower ability to withstand 

momentary overload, compared with electromechanical contacts, and their higher "on" state 

resistance.  
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Chapter 5 

 Hardware Specification details  

5.1 Piston (CRGO material)  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Front view of Piston 

 

                The hollow piston casing is made up of non-magnetic stainless steel, titanium or similar 

materials of high resistivity and low electrical conductivity. Alternatively, piston casing can also be 

made up of non-metallic, thermal resistant materials as well or can be made by integrating both non-

magnetic and non-metallic materials. One end of the hollow case is tied with a powerful permanent 

magnet made of neodymium iron - boron (NdFeB), samarium-cobalt (SmCo) or similar high field 

strength magnetic materials.  

                The permanent magnet acts as the core of the piston. The surface (which is also the pole of 

the magnet) of the piston that is nearer to the pole on the electromagnet is called the magnetic head of 

the piston or piston head. The surface of the head may be completely exposed or it may be covered by 

a thin layer of non-magnetic material of client thickness. The other end of the piston case connects to 

the piston rod that connects to the crankshaft. The crankshaft and the piston rod convert the linear 

reciprocating movement of the piston to the circular movement. 

                An internal combustion engine is acted upon by the pressure of the expanding combustion 

gases in the combustion chamber space at the top of the cylinder. This force then acts downwards 

through the connecting rod and onto the crankshaft. The connecting rod is attached to the piston by a 
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swiveling gudgeon pin (US: wrist pin). This pin is mounted within the piston: unlike the steam engine, 

there is no piston rod or crosshead (except big two stroke engines).  

               The pin itself is of hardened steel and is fixed in the piston, but free to move in the 

connecting rod. A few designs use a 'fully floating' design that is loose in both components. All pins 

must be prevented from moving sideways and the ends of the pin digging into the cylinder wall, 

usually by circlips.  

               Gas sealing is achieved by the use of piston rings. These are a number of narrow iron rings, 

fitted loosely into grooves in the piston, just below the crown. The rings are split at a point in the rim, 

allowing them to press against the cylinder with a light spring pressure. Two types of ring are used: 

the upper rings have solid faces and provide gas sealing; lower rings have narrow edges and a U-

shaped profile, to act as oil scrapers. There are many proprietary and detail design features associated 

with piston rings.  

              Pistons are cast from aluminum alloys. For better strength and fatigue life, some racing 

pistons may be forged instead. Billet pistons are also used in racing engines because they do not rely 

on the size and architecture of available forgings, allowing for last-minute design changes.  

              Early pistons were of cast iron, but there were obvious benefits for engine balancing if a 

lighter alloy could be used. A few early gas engines had double-acting cylinders, but otherwise 

effectively all internal combustion engine pistons are single-acting. During World War II, the US 

submarine Pompano was fitted with a prototype of the infamously unreliable H.O.R. double-acting 

two-stroke diesel engine. Although compact, for use in a cramped submarine, this design of engine 

was not repeated. 
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5.2 Connecting Rod  

 

 

Figure 5.2. Connecting Rod of Piston 

 

             In a reciprocating engine, the connecting rod is used to connect the piston to the crankshaft. It 

converts the linear motion or reciprocating motion of the piston to the circular motion of the 

crankshaft. The connecting rod used in this engine is that of a power sprayer. The material of the 

connecting rod is cast iron. As the magnetic fields are contained inside the cylinder, the connecting 

rod will not be affected much. The connecting rod is same as that of an Internal Combustion engine. 

No modified action is required.  

             The big end of the connecting rod connects to the crankpin journal to provide a pivot point on 

the crankshaft. Connecting rods are produces as one piece or two-piece components. A rod cap is the 

removable section of a two-piece connecting rod that provides a bearing surface for the crankpin 

journal. The rod cap is attached to the connecting rod with two cap screws for installation and removal 

from the crankshaft. The connecting rod used in this engine is that of a power sprayer. The material of 

the connecting rod is cast iron. As the magnetic fields are contained inside the cylinder, the 

connecting rod will not be affected much as expected. 

             In a steam locomotive, the crank pins are usually mounted directly on one or more pairs of 

driving wheels, and the axle of these wheels serves as the crankshaft. The connecting rods (also called 

the main rods in US practice), run between the crank pins and crossheads, where they connect to the 

piston rods. Crossheads or trunk guides are also used on large diesel engines manufactured for marine 

service.  
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             The connecting rods of smaller steam locomotives are usually of rectangular cross-section 

but, on small locomotives, marine-type rods of circular cross-section have occasionally been used. 

Stephen Lewin, who built both locomotive and marine engines, was a frequent user of round rods.  

             In modern automotive internal combustion engines, the connecting rods are most usually 

made of steel for production engines, but can be made of T6-2024 and T651-7075 aluminum alloys 

(for lightness and the ability to absorb high impact at the expense of durability) or titanium (for a 

combination of lightness with strength, at higher cost) for high-performance engines, or of cast iron 

for applications such as motor scooters. They are not rigidly fixed at either end, so that the angle 

between the connecting rod and the piston can change as the rod moves up and down and rotates 

around the crankshaft. Connecting rods, especially in racing engines, may be called "billet" rods, if 

they are machined out of a solid billet of metal, rather than being cast or forged.  

             A major source of engine wear is the sideways force exerted on the piston through the 

connecting rod by the crankshaft, which typically wears the cylinder into an oval cross-section rather 

than circular, making it impossible for piston rings to correctly seal against the cylinder walls. 

Geometrically, it can be seen that longer connecting rods will reduce the amount of this sideways 

force, and therefore lead to longer engine life. However, for a given engine block, the sum of the 

length of the connecting rod plus the piston stroke is a fixed number, determined by the fixed distance 

between the crankshaft axis and the top of the cylinder block where the cylinder head fastens. 

 

5.3 Crank Shaft  

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Crankshaft of Piston  
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            The crankshaft, sometimes casually called the crank, is the part of an engine which changes 

the up and down motion of the pistons into rotation. To convert the motion, the crankshaft has one or 

more offset shafts. The pistons are connected to the crankshaft by these shafts. When the piston moves 

up and down, it pushes the offset shaft. This in turn rotates the crankshaft. The pistons cause a pulsing 

affect in the rotation. A crankshaft usually connects to a flywheel. The flywheel smoothens out the 

rotation. Sometimes there is a torsion or vibration damper on the other end of the crankshaft. This 

helps reduce vibrations of the crankshaft.  

            Crankshaft is one of the most important components of an IC Engine. It basically converts the 

reciprocating motion of the piston into rotary motion with the aid of connecting rod which connect a 

piston to crank shaft. It is a long rod of complex shape with cranks and bearing journal. Crankshaft is 

mounted on number of main bearings and a flywheel to one end, which is further connected to clutch 

and transmission. Well designing a crankshaft is one of the most complex job where one needs to 

understand well balancing of piston powers and rotary dynamics. 

            Large engines usually have several cylinders. For some engines it is necessary to provide 

counterweights. The counterweight is used to offset the piston and improve balance. While 

counterweights add a lot of weight to the crankshaft, it provides a smoother running engine. This 

allows higher RPMs to be reached and more power produced. Thus, agree that due to combustion of 

fuel in the cylinder, energy is generated and due to this the piston moves downwards during the power 

stroke. This reciprocating motion of the piston is converted to rotary motion of the crank (Crank is the 

bell like structure which you can see in the image above). With this crank, crankshaft also rotates.  

A flywheel is a heavy disk or wheel that is attached to a rotating shaft. Flywheels are used for storage 

of kinetic energy. The momentum of the flywheel causes it to not change its rotational speed easily. 

Because of this, flywheels help to keep the shaft rotating at the same speed. This helps when the 

torque applied to the shaft changes often. Uneven torque can change the speed of rotation. Because 

the flywheel resists changes in speed, it decreases the effects of uneven torque. Engines which use 

pistons to provide power usually have uneven torque and use flywheels to fix this problem.  

            A broken crankshaft is not a common occurrence. In some cases an engine will actually still 

run with a broken crank, but will vibrate as if the engine is out of balance. Cranks can break due to a 

casting or forging flaw but this is very rare. Today’s quality control systems for forging and 

machining crankshafts are state of the art. Very seldom do you here of a new crankshaft breaking “out 

of the box”. Usually a crank will break because of another failure. In a diesel engine the amount 

torque created during a failure such as a spun bearing can cause a crank to snap. Diesel crankshafts are 

more prone to breakage because diesel crankshafts are extremely hard.  
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            All diesel crankshafts are heat treated. Some diesel cranks are nitrided. Nitriding is a process 

that introduces nitrogen into the surface of the steel at an extremely high temperature. This heat 

treating is done to increase wear resistance, improve fatigue and obtain a high surface hardness. 

Because of this process the crankshaft is extremely hard but also brittle. 

 

5.4 Electromagnet: 

 

Figure 5.4. Cylindrical Electromagnet. 

  

           A solenoid is a device that converts electrical energy into mechanical force. The basic single 

coil solenoid is made of a free moving steel plunger that sits within a wound coil of copper wire. 

When electric current is introduced, a magnetic field forms which draws the plunger in. The exposed 

end of the plunger can be attached to equipment, and when the solenoid is activated, the plunger will 

move to open, close, turn on or turn off that equipment. Solenoids are configured in many ways for 

different applications and operating characteristics. In most automotive applications, solenoids are 

used for operating engine run/stop levers, throttle control levers, chokes, valves, and clutches and to 

protect expensive diesel equipment from over speed, low lube pressure, and high temperature.  

An electromagnet is a type of magnet in which the magnetic field is produced by an electric 

current. Electromagnets usually consist of wire wound into a coil. A current through the wire creates a 

magnetic field which is concentrated in the hole in the center of the coil. The wire turns are often 

wound around a magnetic core made from a ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic material such as iron; the 

magnetic core concentrates the magnetic flux and makes a more powerful magnet. 

Specifications:  

- Number of Turns: 800  

- Thermal Voltage: 300V  
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- Wire Gauge: 18  

- Current Carrying Capacity: 9A  

- Insulation: Type 16  

- Physical Size: 93 mm (height)  

-140 mm (circumference)  

             The main advantage of an electromagnet over a permanent magnet is that the magnetic field 

can be quickly changed by controlling the amount of electric current in the winding. However, unlike 

a permanent magnet that needs no power, an electromagnet requires a continuous supply of current to 

maintain the magnetic field. Electromagnets are widely used as components of other electrical 

devices, such as motors, generators, electromechanical solenoids, relays, loudspeakers, hard disks, 

MRI machines, scientific instruments, and magnetic separation equipment  

             When a magnetic field higher than the ferromagnetic limit of 1.6 T is needed, 

superconducting electromagnets can be used. Instead of using ferromagnetic materials, these use 

superconducting windings cooled with liquid helium, which conduct current without electrical 

resistance. The winding is wrapped around a short wide cylindrical core that forms one pole, and a 

thick metal housing that wraps around the outside of the windings forms the other part of the magnetic 

circuit, bringing the magnetic field to the front to form the other pole. These allow enormous currents 

to flow, which generate intense magnetic fields.  

             Superconducting magnets are limited by the field strength at which the winding material 

ceases to be superconducting. Current designs are limited to 10–20 T, with the current (2009) record 

of 33.8 T. The necessary refrigeration equipment and cryostat make them much more expensive than 

ordinary electromagnets. However, in high power applications this can be offset by lower operating 

costs, since after startup no power is required for the windings, since no energy is lost to ohmic 

heating. 
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5.5 Solid State Relay  

 

Figure 5.5. Solid State Relay 

 

            A solid-state relay (SSR) is an electronic switching device that switches on or off when a small 

external voltage is applied across its control terminals. SSRs consist of a sensor which responds to an 

appropriate input (control signal), a solid-state electronic switching device which switches power to 

the load circuitry, and a coupling mechanism to enable the control signal to activate this switch 

without mechanical parts. The relay may be designed to switch either AC or DC to the load. It serves 

the same function as an electromechanical relay, but has no moving parts.  

            Operation of the Switching mechanism is a series of activities, processes and phenomena 

related to its use throughout its life. In the process of operation, four types of activities are 

distinguished: use, maintenance, power supply and management. Analysis of fitness and disability 

states has led to the need to diagnose and overhaul the switching. Diagnosis of the switching requires 

the installation of permanent SSR’s to determine its technical parameters. The switch may be 

connected to an electric circuit operating from mains power, including via a relay or contactor; or low 

voltage, including battery-operated equipment in vehicles. The use of modelling the magnetic field 

distribution in the switching gives the possibility of recognizing the state of the vehicle during the 

operation. The timer switch measures the output, compares it and then provides the necessary 

adjustments to the SSR. 

Specifications:  

- Input Voltage: 3-32VDC  

- Output Voltage: 5-60VDC  

- Output Current: 40A  
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- On Voltage: ≤1V  

- One-off Time: ≤10ms  

- Off Leakage Current: ≤2mA  

- Weight: 0.106kg  

            An SSR based on a single MOSFET, or multiple MOSFETs in a paralleled array, can work 

well for DC loads. MOSFETs have an inherent substrate diode that conducts in the reverse direction, 

so a single MOSFET cannot block current in both directions. For AC (bi-directional) operation two 

MOSFETs are arranged back-to-back with their source pins tied together. Their drain pins are 

connected to either side of the output.  

           The control signal must be coupled to the controlled circuit in a way which provides galvanic 

isolation between the two circuits. Many SSRs use optical coupling. The control voltage energizes an 

internal device which illuminates and switches on a photo-sensitive diode (photo-voltaic); the diode 

current turns on a back-to-back thyristor, SCR, or MOSFET to switch the load. The optical coupling 

allows the control circuit to be electrically isolated from the load.  

           In AC circuits, SCR or TRIAC relays inherently switch off at the points of zero load current. 

The circuit will never be interrupted in the middle of a sine wave peak, preventing the large transient 

voltages that would otherwise occur due to the sudden collapse of the magnetic field around the 

inductance. With the addition of a zero-point detector (and no adverse circuit inductance and resultant 

back-e.m.f.), the individual SCR's can be switched back on at the start of a new wave. This feature is 

called zero-crossover switching. 

 

5.6 Plunger  

 

           An electromagnetic plunger is an electromechanical device that converts electrical energy into 

a linear mechanical motion. This motion can be used to move an external load such as closing 

electromagnetic valves and closing or opening electromagnetic relays. In this blog post, we introduce 

a procedure to model the behavior and dynamics of an electromagnetic plunger that consists of a 

multi-turn coil, magnetic core, nonmagnetic guider, and magnetic plunger.  
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Figure 5.6 Plunger Diagram 

 

We consider a simple electromagnetic plunger that consists of a multi-turn coil, magnetic core, 

nonmagnetic guider, and magnetic plunger. As shown in the images above, these pieces attach to a 

spring and damper. The transient (rectangular pulse) current passes the solenoid coil, which creates a 

magnetic field around the magnetic core and plunger. The magnetic field produces an attraction 

between the two components so that the plunger accelerates and moves upward against the spring. At 

maximum force, the plunger positions perfectly inside the magnetic core so that it forms the lowest 

reluctance path for the magnetic flux. The Plunger creates a reciprocating motion for the SCMT to 

move and create a centrifugal force. 

Dimensions:  

Height: 110 mm  

Weight: 80 gms  

Circumference: 50 mm  

Radius: 50/2π = 8 mm  

             We can use the Magnetic Fields interface to simulate the electromagnetic fields in the device. 

We model the nonlinear materials in both the plunger and the magnetic core by using the Ampère’s 

Law node with a constitutive relation set to an H-B curve. Similarly, we add the nonlinear H-B curve 

for the magnetic core region with Soft Iron as the material. Note that while simulating the plunger and 

core with a single Ampère’s Law node is possible, having two separate Ampère’s Law nodes gives us 

the freedom to use different constitutive relations, if needed.  

             After the invention of internal combustion engines number of changes and researches are 

carried out in hopes of improving the engine characteristics. Increasing the efficiency dominantly and 
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reducing the exhaust gases have been the prime features in the fields of research. The exhaust gases 

contain numerous pollutants such as methane, carbon di-oxide, carbon-monoxide etc. that are 

extremely harmful to our environment. Hence, the need for inventing Electromagnetic engines was 

essential which uses the combined power of an electromagnet as well as a permanent magnet. The 

main aim of the project (SCMT Engine) is to totally neglect the consumption of fuel.  

            Keeping in mind the arising needs of the industry, in this project we tried to design and 

experiment, a system called Magnetic Repulsion Piston Engine, which makes use of magnetic force to 

drive a load. The working principle is based on attraction and repulsion between a permanent magnet 

and an electromagnet. The forces thus developed are used to generate mechanical power. Successful 

development in this field can actively help switch over IC Engines. Increasing fuel prices and 

pollution are the major demerits of Internal Combustion (IC) engines. 

 

5.7 SMPS  

 

        A switched-mode power supply (switching-mode power supply, switch-mode power supply, switched 

power supply, SMPS, or switcher) is an electronic power supply that incorporates a switching regulator to 

convert electrical power efficiently. Like other power supplies, an SMPS transfers power from a DC or 

AC source (often mains power) to DC loads, such as a personal computer, while converting voltage and 

current characteristics. Unlike a linear power supply, the pass transistor of a switching-mode supply 

continually switches between low-dissipation, full-on and full-off states, and spends very little time in the 

high dissipation transitions, which minimizes wasted energy. Ideally, a switched-mode power supply 

dissipates no power. Voltage regulation is achieved by varying the ratio of on-to-off time. In contrast, a 

linear power supply regulates the output voltage by continually dissipating power in the pass transistor. 

This higher power conversion efficiency is an important advantage of a switched-mode power supply. 

Switched-mode power supplies may also be substantially smaller and lighter than a linear supply due to 

the smaller transformer size and weight. 
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Figure 5.7 SMPS 

 

Switching regulators are used as replacements for linear regulators when higher efficiency, 

smaller size or lighter weight are required. They are, however, more complicated; their switching 

currents can cause electrical noise problems if not carefully suppressed, and simple designs may have 

a poor power factor.  

Technical details  

Brand: TRP TRADERS  

Item Height: 11 Centimeters  

Item Width: 5 Centimeters  

Item Weight: 948 g  

Product Dimensions: 21 x 5 x 11 cm  

Input Voltage: AC 90 - 264V 50 / 60Hz  

Output Voltage: 12V DC, 30A, and 360Watt  

Output Voltage: Adjustment Eange: ±20%  

Output Voltage Type - DC Current  

Shell Material: Metal Case / Aluminum Base  

           If the SMPS has an AC input, then the first stage is to convert the input to DC. This is called 

rectification. A SMPS with a DC input does not require this stage. In some power supplies (mostly 

computer ATX power supplies), the rectifier circuit can be configured as a voltage doubler by the 
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addition of a switch operated either manually or automatically. This feature permits operation from 

power sources that are normally at 115 V or at 230 V. The rectifier produces an unregulated DC 

voltage which is then sent to a large filter capacitor.  

           The current drawn from the mains supply by this rectifier circuit occurs in short pulses around 

the AC voltage peaks. These pulses have significant high frequency energy which reduces the power 

factor. To correct for this, many newer SMPS will use a special PFC circuit to make the input current 

follow the sinusoidal shape of the AC input voltage, correcting the power factor. Power supplies that 

use active PFC usually are auto-ranging, supporting input voltages from ~100 VAC – 250 VAC, with 

no input voltage selector switch. 

 

5.8 Pulley  

 

           A pulley is a wheel on an axle or shaft that is designed to support movement and change of 

direction of a taut cable or belt, or transfer of power between the shaft and cable or belt. In the case of 

a pulley supported by a frame or shell that does not transfer power to a shaft, but is used to guide the 

cable or exert a force, the supporting shell is called a block, and the pulley may be called a sheave.  

           A pulley may have a groove or grooves between flanges around its circumference to locate the 

cable or belt. The drive element of a pulley system can be a rope, cable, belt, or chain. Hero of 

Alexandria identified the pulley as one of six simple machines used to lift weights. Pulleys are 

assembled to form a block and tackle in order to provide mechanical advantage to apply large forces. 

Pulleys are also assembled as part of belt and chain drives in order to transmit power from one 

rotating shaft to another’ 

Dimensions:  

Height: 75 mm  

Weight: 220 grm 

Circumference: 150 mm  

Radius: 150/2π = 24 mm  

Diameter: 48 mm  

           The simplest theory of operation for a pulley system assumes that the pulleys and lines are 

weightless, and that there is no energy loss due to friction. It is also assumed that the lines do not 

stretch. In equilibrium, the forces on the moving block must sum to zero. In addition the tension in the 

rope must be the same for each of its parts. This means that the two parts of the rope supporting the 

moving block must each support half the load.  
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There are different types of pulley systems:  

Fixed: A fixed pulley has an axle mounted in bearings attached to a supporting structure. A 

fixed pulley changes the direction of the force on a rope or belt that moves along its circumference. 

Mechanical advantage is gained by combining a fixed pulley with a movable pulley or another fixed 

pulley of a different diameter.  

Movable: A movable pulley has an axle in a movable block. A single movable pulley is 

supported by two parts of the same rope and has a mechanical advantage of two.  

Compound: A combination of fixed and a movable pulleys forms a block and tackle. A block 

and tackle can have several pulleys mounted on the fixed and moving axles, further increasing the 

mechanical advantage. 

5.9 Battery  

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 12V, 7A Battery 

 

             A battery is a device that stores chemical energy and makes it available in an electrical form. 

It consists of one or more voltaic cells, each of which is composed of two half cells connected in 

series by the conductive electrolyte. Batteries have three parts, an anode (-), a cathode (+), and the 

electrolyte. The cathode and anode (the positive and negative sides at either end of a traditional 

battery) are hooked up to an electrical circuit. The chemical reactions in the battery causes a buildup 

of electrons at the anode.  

            Primary (single-use or "disposable") batteries are used once and discarded; the electrode 

materials are irreversibly changed during discharge. Common examples are the alkaline battery used 

for flashlights and a multitude of portable electronic devices. Secondary (rechargeable) batteries can 

be discharged and recharged multiple times using an applied electric current; the original composition 
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of the electrodes can be restored by reverse current. Examples include the lead-acid batteries used in 

vehicles and lithium-ion batteries used for portable electronics such as laptops and smartphones. 

Batteries come in many shapes and sizes, from miniature cells used to power hearing aids and 

wristwatches to small, thin cells used in smartphones, to large lead acid batteries used in cars and 

trucks, and at the largest extreme, huge battery banks the size of rooms that provide standby or 

emergency power for telephone exchanges and computer data centers.  

           Batteries convert chemical energy directly to electrical energy. A battery consists of some 

number of voltaic cells. Each cell consists of two half-cells connected in series by a conductive 

electrolyte containing anions and cations. One half-cell includes electrolyte and the negative 

electrode, the electrode to which anions (negatively charged ions) migrate; the other half-cell includes 

electrolyte and the positive electrode to which cations (positively charged ions) migrate. Redox 

reactions power the battery. Cations are reduced (electrons are added) at the cathode during charging, 

while anions are oxidized (electrons are removed) at the anode during charging. During discharge, the 

process is reversed. The electrodes do not touch each other, but are electrically connected by the 

electrolyte. Some cells use different electrolytes for each half-cell. A separator allows ions to flow 

between half-cells, but prevents mixing of the electrolytes.  

         A 12V car battery can be charged over a range of voltages. It needs at least 12.9 volts to charge, 

but at this voltage the charge rate of an automobile battery is very slow. A car battery can be charged 

safely at high voltages as long as the battery is not fully charged.  
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Chapter 6 
6.1 Result Table 
 

Parameter Previous year result Present year result Aimed result 

Current 7A 4A 2.5A 

Torque 2.5 NM 4NM 8NM 

Speed 400 RPM (without load) 450 RPM (with load) 1000 RPM (With load) 

Table 5.10 Result Table 

6.2 Progress Stages 

 

        Figure 6.2.1 Progress Stage 1                                  Figure 6.2.2 Progress Stage 2  

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2.3 Progress Stage 3 
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Chapter 7 
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